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Sonoma
County
sees rise
in STDs

DRUG TRAFFICKING » MAJOR RING BROKEN UP

SR police arrest 12
in massive drug raid

While new cases of HIV,
AIDS are down, rates
of chlamydia, syphilis,
gonorrhea up sharply
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Secret compartments built into the wheels of tires
were used to deliver the largest shipment of heroin intercepted in Sonoma County history, according to court
documents that outline a covert operation this summer
that preceded Thursday’s sweep.
The documents summarize key portions of the case
assembled by Santa Rosa police and federal investigators against four alleged members of a Sonoma County-based drug trafficking ring accused of shipping heroin into the county from the Central Valley and selling
it to local drug users.
During the August surveillance operation, detectives
discovered 13 packages containing about 68 pounds
of mostly black tar and China white heroin as well as

Skyrocketing rates of sexually transmitted infections such
chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis have local public health officials and medical professionals
sounding the alarm in Sonoma
County, even as new HIV and
AIDS infections appear to be on
the decline.
The rate of
chlamydia
rose from just under 1,000 to
1,645 new cases between 2008
and 2014; new gonorrhea cases
have gone from 70 to 220 during
that period. And new early-stage
syphilis cases, which numbered
about 5 in 2008, shot up to 40 in
2012 and remained high at 30 in
2014.
“We’re in the middle of an epidemic when it comes to cases
of chlamydia,” said James Stafford, a physician assistant at
Vista Family Health Center who
specializes in STD case management.
Stafford, who for many years
worked at the county’s STD clinic before it closed in 2008, said
the increase in cases of syphilis — a serious bacterial infection that can lead to a number
of health complications such
as stroke, deafness, visual problems and dementia — is particularly troubling.
“Now we’re seeing more than
ever,” Stafford said. “I don’t remember a time in my career
when we saw so many cases of
syphilis.”
Though the county recently
said reports of new local HIV
and AIDS cases declined over
the past five years, the rise in
other sexually transmitted infections is worrisome because
STDs can increase the risk of
HIV transmission.
The local trend mirrors similar increases observed across
the Bay Area, California and the
rest of the country, according to
local, state and national health
officials. They say reasons for
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Santa Rosa police, aided by other agencies, raid a house on Julie Court in Santa Rosa on Thursday. The raid was part of a synchronized drug bust in
Sonoma County and at five other Northern California locations that officials said likely will upend the regional heroin trade.

2-year investigation leads
to coordinated bust

ARREST
LOCATIONS

By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Santa Rosa police, backed by numerous other law enforcement agencies, on Thursday arrested 12 people in
six cities targeting what they called a major family-run
drug-trafficking ring connected to Sonoma County’s
largest heroin seizure.
The synchronized 6 a.m. raids were conducted at five
houses in Santa Rosa, one in Rohnert Park and others
throughout the state by about 150 officers from 10 agencies. The suspects are tied to the Reyna-Ceron family
organization — a local network of heroin and methamphetamine suppliers who have been operating in the
area since the 1990s, said Santa Rosa narcotics Sgt. Rich
Celli, who helped run the investigation.
“These are sophisticated, cartel-like drug traffick-

Drug raids took place
at 6 sites in Sonoma
County and 5 others
beyond:
■ A duplex on Julie
Court off Northcoast
Street in northwest
Santa Rosa
■ A house on Schlee
Way off West Barham
Ave. in southwest SR
■ 3 other houses in SR
■ 1 residence in
Rohnert Park
■ 1 house each in the
cities of San Jose and
Merced and in rural
Stanislaus County
■ 2 homes in Modesto

Heroin came into county
packed inside wheels
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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California wineries drawn into trade fight
TIFF WITH
NEIGHBORS »
North Coast
could see
new tariffs on
state’s wines
in Mexico,
Canada

By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The U.S. wine industry is furiously lobbying Congress to pass legislation before
it leaves for the year to avert a trade war
with Canada and Mexico, which would
likely target California wines for higher
tariffs.
The stakes for the local wine industry
grew this week when the World Trade
Organization granted the two countries

the ability to place more than $1 billion
in retaliatory tariffs on U.S. products. The
two countries are set to release the list of
targeted products on Dec. 18, and wine is
likely to be on the list, said Tom LaFaille,
vice president of the Wine Institute, the
main trade group for California wineries.
“We know they are going to target our
wines. It’s a very visible product,” LaFaille said.
The tariffs are in response to U.S. rules
requiring labeling on certain meat prod-

ROBUST
MARKET

ucts to identify their country of origin.
The WTO found earlier this year that the
new labels placed a “disproportionate
burden” on foreign farmers.
The House passed legislation in June
to repeal the regulation, but it has languished in the Senate. The recent WTO
action has forced the issue as lawmakers
are looking to attach repeal language to a
year-end spending bill, LaFaille said.

$487 million:
Retail value of
US wine shipped
to Canada in
2014, an increase
of 7% over 2013
$24 million:
Retail value of
wine shipped
from US to
Mexico last year
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SR’s Gioia surprised by poet laureate honor
Appointed by governor,
advocate’s role is to foster
creativity in Californians
By DIANE PETERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Longtime poetry advocate Dana
Gioia of Santa Rosa was taken by surprise last Friday when he learned that
Gov. Jerry Brown had chosen him as
the state’s newest poet laureate.
The 64-year-old Gioia, a California
native and former chairman of the
National Endowment for the Arts,

said he knew he was on the short list
but did not expect to be named to the
prestigious post.
“My reaction was astonishment
mixed with deep gratitude,” Gioia
said in a phone interview. “I’ve lived
in Vienna, Rome, New York and
Washington, D.C., and I made the
decision to move back to California.
This is my place, so I feel enormously honored to be asked by my place to
share my art.”
The role of the state poet laureate is to spread the art of poetry and
creative expression, to inspire a new
generation of literary artists and to

SECTION A

educate all Californians about the
literary authors who have influenced
the state.
“I feel deeply concerned that the
arts have been taken out of public
education,” Gioia said. “California
is the center of the creative economy globally. How can we realize the
state’s potential if we don’t offer creative education to our young?”
Gioia, a professor of poetry and
public culture at the University of
Southern California since 2011, lives
in Santa Rosa about half the year. He
succeeds poet Juan Felipe Herrera,
who currently serves as the U.S. poet

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

laureate.
“Dana is a highly spirited visionary
who gets things done,” Herrera said
in a press release from the California Arts Council, which oversees the
position of poet laureate and makes
recommendations to the governor.
“He has a broad and deep vision for
all our peoples in California, and as a
Dana
poet, he includes people in a very enGioia
ergetic and creative way.”
Poet and
Gioia, who has lived in Santa Rosa
professor divides
for the past 20 years, has written sevhis time between
eral books that have received wide
Santa Rosa and
teaching at USC.
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Educators
say new law
more flexible
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AVID COLLECTOR: Mike LoGrande, 61, with the help of his daughters, has created an elaborate handmade Christmas collection that he has displayed on the
front lawn of his Brittain Lane home in Santa Rosa annually for 33 years. See more photos and a map of local light displays at pressdemocrat.com.

A neighborhood beacon
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

INSIDE

riving along Brittain Lane in
Santa Rosa after sunset, the road
is dark. There aren’t many streetlights. In the second week of December,
few homes are decorated for the season.
And then, out of the darkness, there’s the
house at 252 Brittain Lane.
For the past 33 years, Mike LoGrande
and his daughters, Amber and Britny,
have slowly but surely amassed a collection of Christmas decorations that
fill three large sheds behind the house.
What’s a little bit different about this
house, though, is that the trove of lights

Season of song:
The best of
upcoming
holiday
concerts / D1

D
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LOCAL TRADITION » VIRGIN OF GUADALUPE PROCESSION

CHRISTMAS
ABUNDANCE:
The home of
Mike LoGrande
at 252 Brittain
Lane, Santa
Rosa, sparkles
in a nighttime
display of
cheer.

More than 1,000 to accompany statue
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By REBECCA BOONE

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The local impact of the Every Student Succeeds Act, signed into law by
President Barack Obama on Wednesday, will depend largely on what the
state of California decides to do with its
newfound authority to hold schools and
school districts accountable for their
performance.
The new law will take effect for the
2017-18 school year. It replaces the 2002
No Child Left Behind Act, widely considered a failure that didn’t produce
higher-achieving schools or students.
That law set strict testing goals and
targeted schools that didn’t make prescribed “adequate yearly progress”
with various sanctions, principally by
placing schools into Program Improvement, a condition that could lead to
takeover. In contrast, Every Student
Succeeds gives individual states the
flexibility to work with districts to improve school performance, as well as to
set the standards by which progress is
measured.
The law returns “responsibility to the
state to really make sure their accountability system is one that will foster
improvement, not punishment. I think
that’s the main intention of the shift,”
said Mickey Porter, Sonoma County
Office of Education Deputy Superintendent for Instructional Services.
However, upheavals in the state’s educational landscape make the practical
implementation of the new law uncertain, at least in today’s setting.
With the 2010 adoption of the Common Core standards, a new set of academic achievement standards adopted by a majority of states, California
dropped the former STAR testing regime. And last March, it suspended the
Academic Performance Index, or API,
which had come to represent a school’s
quality.
Now, with the state still revising
the API to take into account the new
Common Core standards as well as a
new curricular emphasis on college
and career readiness, another layer of
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BOISE, Idaho — Sgt. Bowe
Bergdahl says he walked off his
base in Afghanistan to cause a
crisis that would catch the attention of military brass.
He wanted to warn them
about what he believed were serious problems with leadership
in his unit. And he wanted to
prove himself as a real-life action hero, like someone out of a
movie.
Bergdahl hasn’t spoken publicly about his decision or his
subsequent five-year imprisonment by the Taliban and the
prisoner swap that secured his
return to the United States. But
over the past several months he
spoke extensively with screenwriter Mark Boal, who shared
about 25 hours of the recorded
interviews with Sarah Koenig
for her popular podcast, “Serial.”
“As a private first-class, nobody is going to listen to me,”
Bergdahl says in the first episode of the podcast, released
Thursday. “No one is going to
take me serious that an investigation needs to be put underway.”
Bergdahl, of Hailey, Idaho,
was charged in March with desertion and misbehavior before
the enemy. He faces up to life in
prison, though an Army officer
has recommended that Bergdahl’s case be moved to a special misdemeanor-level military
court.
His attorney Eugene Fidell
says politicians and would-be
politicians have been using
Bergdahl as a talking point to
push their own agendas for
months, a situation he described
as creating “gale-force political
winds.”
The more the public can hear
Bergdahl’s own words, the better, Fidell told The Associated
Press.
“Some of the information that
is going to come out is inevitably
not going to be what we would
have preferred in a perfect universe, but net-net, we’ll take it
and allow people in our democratic society to form their own
opinions,” Fidell said.
Bergdahl’s interview is an-

aren Stanley is in good
company.
The newly inducted
member of the California Community College Soccer Coaches
Association joins former U.S.
Men’s National Team and
L.A. Galaxy head coach Steve
Sampson and Santa Clara University’s winningest women’s
soccer coach, Jerry Smith,
among those honored by the
CCCSCA for their contribution
to community college soccer in
California.
Not only does Stanley have
good company, she belongs.
“Obviously she has a good

WARRIORS

KERRY BENEFIELD

history,” said Eric Solberg,
north regional president of the
CCCSCA and soccer coach at
Fresno City College.
Stanley’s Bear Cubs racked
up an impressive 173-41-23 record during her 11 years at the
helm. She retired from coaching in 2007.
But Stanley’s involvement in
the sport goes back well beyond

her time with Santa Rosa
Junior College, where she still
teaches a full slate of wellness
courses.
Stanley played soccer at
Chico State and has had a slew
of coaching positions, including
head coaching jobs at USC and
Seattle Pacific University, and
assistant coaching gigs at Notre
Dame and the University of
Puget Sound. She was named
National Soccer Coaches Association of America coach of the
year in 1998.
And at Santa Rosa, her teams

Under the
direction of
coach Karen
Stanley, the
SRJC women’s
soccer team
reached the
state Final
Four six times,
including
during her final
season in 2007.
Her 11-year
record with the
Bear Cubs was
173-41-23.
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NBA also counting wins
from last season’s final
games for record books

By HOWARD SENZELL
FOR THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

By TIM BONTEMPS
WASHINGTON POST

BOSTON — The Golden State
Warriors have won their first
23 games of the 2015-16 season,
and will go for a 24th consecutive win when they face the Boston Celtics at TD Garden here
tonight. So why, if the Warriors
have only won 23 games, have
you seen people saying all over
the place that the Warriors have
won 27 in a row?
In short, bookkeeping.
The NBA keeps two separate
record books: one for single-season records, and one for records
accrued over multiple years. Up
until now, the record for consecutive wins — one of the most
hallowed records in the sport
— is held by the 1971-72 Los Angeles Lakers, who won 33 games
in a row behind Hall of Famers
Jerry West and Wilt Chamberlain that season. But because
Golden State won its final four
games of the 2014-15 regular
season, the NBA officially has
the Warriors carrying two separate streaks at the moment:
one that’s 23 games long for this
season alone, and one that is 27
games long overall.
Where this will get confusing is when the NBA spends
the week leading up to Golden
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Suehaila Amen, coordinator of International Admissions and Recruitment at the University of Michigan Dearborn, is seen on campus Thursday.
Amid harassment and vandalism directed at Muslims and mosques, Muslim women are debating the risks of wearing their head coverings.

By RACHEL ZOLL
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK
n the night of the San Bernardino
shootings, Asifa Quraishi-Landes
sat on her couch, her face in her
hands, and thought about what was ahead
for her and other Muslim women who
wear a scarf or veil in public.
The covering, or hijab, often draws unwanted attention even in the best of times.
But after the one-two punch of the Paris
and San Bernardino attacks by Islamic
militants, and amid an anti-Muslim furor
stoked by comments of Donald Trump,
Quraishi-Landes, an Islamic law specialist
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
wanted to send a message.
“To all my Muslim sisters who wear hijab,” she wrote on her Facebook page. “If
you feel your life or safety is threatened in
any way because of your dress, you have
an Islamic allowance (darura/necessity) to
adjust your clothing accordingly. Your life
is more important than your dress.”

Amid a reported spike in harassment, threats and vandalism directed
at American Muslims and at mosques,
Muslim women are intensely debating the
duty and risks related to wearing their
head-coverings as usual.
Sites for Muslim women have posted
guidance on how to stay safe. Hosai Mojaddidi, co-founder of the educational group
MentalHealth4Muslims, drew nearly 4,000
likes for her Facebook post advising women to “pull out those hooded sweatshirts,
beanies, hats and wraps for a while until
the dust settles.”
Muslimgirl.net posted a “Crisis Safety
Manual for Muslim Women,” with tips
such as wearing a turban instead of a
longer more obviously religious scarf and
carrying a rape whistle.
Muslim women in several cities are
organizing or taking self-defense classes.
The ad for one such class in New York
features a drawing of a covered woman in
a karate stance.
“We’re getting so many calls,” said Rana
Abdelhamid, 22, founder of the Women’s

Initiative for Self-Empowerment, which
offers self-defense and empowerment
classes in several cities for young Muslim
and Jewish women who face harassment.
Abdelhamid, a New York native attending the Harvard Kennedy School of Government, said she had studied karate since
childhood and started offering self-defense
classes for women after a man tried to pull
off her headscarf when she was 16 years
old.
“Even now when I think about that
moment — I have a lot of anxiety moving
through the streets to this day — especially with all of the hateful rhetoric because,
I don’t know, is it going to happen again?”
she said.
The question of whether to wear the
hijab is already deeply sensitive for
Muslim women. Scholars have debated
for years whether women have a religious
obligation to dress a particular way. And
Muslims disagree over whether the hijab
is a symbol of piety or oppression.
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“If you feel your life or safety is threatened in any way because of your dress,
you have an Islamic allowance (darura/necessity) to adjust your clothing
accordingly. Your life is more important than your dress.”
ASIFA QURAISHI-LANDES, Islamic law specialist in a Facebook post addressed to “all my Muslim sisters”

TODAY’S GAME
Golden State Warriors (23-0) at
Boston Celtics (12-9)
Time: 4:30 p.m. TV: CSN-BA
Radio: 680 AM

ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Rancho Cotate’s Tyler Cox’s shot gets blocked by Roseland University Prep’s Gilbert Jimenez during the
second half of Thursday’s game between the two teams in the Rose City Tournament in Santa Rosa.

Roseland University Prep,
one of the smallest high schools
in Sonoma County, is making a
habit of beating up on schools
more than twice its size.
On Thursday, in the opening
round of the Rose City Tournament at Cardinal Newman,
the Knights defeated Rancho
Cotate, 63-36, and earlier this
month, they took the measure
of Piner, 59-48.
Roseland has an enrollment
of 400, while 1,468 students attend Rancho Cotate and 1,138 go
to Piner.
Roseland’s enrollment isn’t
the only thing small. The players on the boys basketball team
are also on the small side.
“Our tallest player is 6-1,”
coach Luis Escobar said. “To
be successful, we have to make
a high percentage of our shots
and play physical.”
The Knights did just that
against Rancho Cotate. Trailing
by two after one quarter, Roseland turned things around by
outscoring the Cougars, 22-12,
in the second.
They kept the momentum going after intermission and won
the second half, 32-13.
“We played with urgency in
the second half,” Escobar said.
“On offense, we started pushing
the ball and that enabled us to
get to the foul line.
“We also were successful
being physical down low and
blocking out for rebounds.”
Three players accounted for
a majority of Roseland’s points.
Frankie Valdez led the way with
17, and he was followed by Pablo
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SECTION D
Local coverage of entertainment and
events around the North Coast, plus
Final
reviews
of the latest movies.
shows
NICKLOWE.COM

British singer, songwriter,
producer Nick Lowe is known
for his 1979 hit, “Cruel to be
Kind,” and subsequent
critically acclaimed albums.

at City
Winery
By MICHAEL SHAPIRO
FOR THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Singer Jodi Benson:
“A Charlie Brown Christmas Live!”

Michael Berkowitz:
“A Very Merry Holiday Pops”

Dave Koz:
“Dave Koz Christmas Tour 2015”

YuletideJoy
From Handel’s
‘Messiah’ to

‘Peter and the
TSANTA ROSA
Wolf,’ our top 10
he final curtain will
fall on Napa’s innovative City Winery
music venue at the end of
December with Wonder
Bread 5’s New Year’s Eve
party.
That’s just one of the
highlights of City Winery’s
final weeks in Napa —
among the others are Nick
Lowe this Saturday (Dec.
12), Dan Hicks on Dec. 27
and the cover band Tainted
Love on Dec. 30.
For City Winery owner
Michael Dorf, the ending is
bittersweet. Bitter because
he and his staff worked so
hard to make it work, sweet
because of the many good
times they packed into the
venue’s 20-month run.
“We had some remarkable shows,” Dorf recalled
in a phone interview. “But
Napa will remain an enigma to me. We tried so, so
hard, harder than anything
we’ve done as a company.
We put so much energy
into this, the booking, the
renovations.”
City Winery spent $3 million to refurbish the Napa
Valley Opera House and
booked a stunning range
of talent — from Lewis
Black to Bruce Cockburn
to Spike Lee — but never

Soprano Amanda Forsythe:
Handel’s “Messiah”

not-to-miss
Christmas classics
— and novelties

High 58, Low 40
By DAN TAYLOR
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ecember is galloping by like
a sleigh pulled by at least
eight rather frantic reindeer, and if you haven’t made your
holiday concert choices yet, you’ve
already missed a few.
But there’s no need to cry into
your eggnog yet. There are some
true classics, and a few interesting
novelties, left to enjoy this month.
Here are 10 top picks, presented
in chronological order:
1. “Holiday Soul Vocal
Concert.” The Free Spirits Gospel Choir, the Dali
Mammas and numerous
others raise their voices
in joy and harmony at

7:30 p.m. Saturday in Andrews Hall
at Sonoma Community Center,
276 E. Napa St., Sonoma. $25.
938-4626, sonomacommunitycenter.
org.
2. “Peter and the Wolf.” The
holiday season wouldn’t be complete without Sergei Prokofiev’s
beloved musical narrative about
a boy and his animal friends on
a wolf hunt. The San Francisco
Youth Symphony performs,
with narration by actress
Kathy Najimy (“Sister Act,” “Veronica’s Closet,”) at
TURN TO JOY » PAGE D2

Brian Setzer and his orchestra:
“Christmas Rocks!” Tour
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